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Abstract—Resource allocation and multiple access schemes
are instrumental for the success of communication networks,
which facilitate seamless wireless connectivity among a growing
population of uncoordinated and non-synchronized users. In this
paper, we present a novel random access scheme that addresses
one of the most severe barriers of current strategies to achieve
massive connectivity and ultra reliable and low latency commu-
nications for 6G. The proposed scheme utilizes wireless channels’
angular continuous group-sparsity feature to provide low latency,
high reliability, and massive access features in the face of
limited time-bandwidth resources, asynchronous transmissions,
and preamble errors. Specifically, a reconstruction-free goal
oriented optimization problem is proposed which preserves the
angular information of active devices and is then complemented
by a clustering algorithm to assign active users to specific groups.
This allows to identify active stationary devices according to
their line of sight angles. Additionally, for mobile devices, an
alternating minimization algorithm is proposed to recover their
preamble, data, and channel gains simultaneously, enabling the
identification of active mobile users. Simulation results show
that the proposed algorithm provides excellent performance
and supports a massive number of devices. Moreover, the
performance of the proposed scheme is independent of the total
number of devices, distinguishing it from other random access
schemes. The proposed method provides a unified solution to
meet the requirements of machine-type communications and
ultra reliable and low latency communications, making it an
important contribution to the emerging 6G networks.

Index Terms—Random access, reconstruction-free inference,
goal-oriented optimization, Internet of Things, MIMO commu-
nications systems, atomic norm minimization

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless connectivity continuously evolves and will increas-
ingly play a critical role in people’s everyday lives. Internet
of Things (IoT) devices in beyond 5G (B5G) and 6G systems
will create new applications such as smart homes, smart
manufacturing, autonomous vehicles, healthcare monitoring,
and smart learning. To address these applications, 5G and
B5G specifications have identified two essential use cases for
machine-type user equipment (UE) in IoT: ultra-reliable and
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low latency communications (URLLC) and massive machine-
type communications (mMTC). These two features will co-
exist in IoT, enabling data transmission from many UEs
anywhere and anytime [1]–[3].

Random access (RA) is an indispensable component of
5G and B5G communication between UEs and base station
(BS). There are two different ways that UEs can access the
network: sourced RA (S-RA) and unsourced RA (U-RA). In
S-RA, which is suitable for device-oriented applications, UEs
first receive information from the network that helps them
to determine when to transmit their data. In contrast, in U-
RAintroduced in [4], the BS does not identify the UEs, and
only the transmitted messages matter for the BS. Thus, U-RA
is employed in the so-called content-oriented applications.

There are two different ways of managing data transmission
in sourced RA: grant-based sourced RA (S-GBRA) and grant-
free sourced RA (S-GFRA). In S-GBRA, UEs request permis-
sion or a grant from the BS to transmit data, while in S-GBRA,
UEs transmit their data without waiting to get permission from
the BS. Grant-based unsourced RA is typically unnecessary
due to the absence of a requirement to identify UEs in such
cases. The S-GBRA strategy [5], [6], which has often been
used in human-type communications, involves four stages:
preamble selection, resource allocation, connection request,
and contention resolution (see [6] for more details). Recently,
advanced methods have been proposed (see, e.g., [6]) to reduce
the collision probability in S-GBRA. However, these types of
strategies result in significant signaling overhead and latency,
making them unattractive for battery-driven mMTC devices
that have short data payloads, sparse activity rates (sporadic
traffic), and low latency requirements. To fulfill the require-
ments of mMTC, the GFRA scheme has been proposed in 5G
as an alternative to the GB approach [7]–[12]. GFRA allows
active UEs to transmit data packets without reserving channel
resources, resulting in reduced access delay. However, the
number of active UEs that can access the network is severely
confined by the number of available orthogonal preambles,
which is limited by channel coherence time. Moreover, non-
orthogonal preambles can degrade performance [13]–[15].
Polyanskiy in [4] proposed an interesting RA scheme that
does not depend on the total number of inactive devices. The
price to pay for this benefit is that users in this method are
forced to select their messages from a known and shared large



codebook and that the transmitted (active) messages need to
be synchronized.

All in all, the theoretical study in [16] has summarized
the aforementioned approaches and has shown that with the
best existing approaches, the number of active UEs that can
access the BS in S-RA and the number of active messages
that can be transmitted in U-RA are Ka “ OpT 2{log2p K

T 2 qq

and Ka “ OpT 2{log2p 2B

T 2 qq, respectively, where K is the
total number of users, T is the random access duration (time
resource) and B is the number of bits that each user has to
transmit in U-RA. This theoretical finding reveals that given
a certain time resource T , the number Ka of active UEs that
can get a grant to access the BS in S-RA and the number
of active messages that can be transmitted in U-RA depends
explicitly and inversely on the total number of UEs (i.e., K)
and messages (i.e., 2B), respectively, and is thus severely
limited in large K and 2B . More explicitly, this property poses
severe restrictions for massive connectivity where a very large
number of UEs want to connect to the BS with sporadic and
irregular traffic and can be considered as a severe barrier to
cater to a very large number of IoT devices in 6G wireless
networks.

Given the aforementioned issues, the questions that arise in
sourced and unsourced RA are:

1) Does massive connectivity in sourced and unsourced RA
entails massive communication resources?

2) How essential is it to have strong assumptions, such as
synchronization and shared codebook, in U-RA?

3) Is it possible to transmit a massive number of short
asynchronous data payloads in U-RA?

The succinct replies to these questions are negative, neg-
ative, and affirmative, respectively. This work provides some
innovative approaches to thoroughly addressing these ques-
tions.

A. Our contributions

This paper proposes a novel strategy called Blind asyn-
chronous Goal-Oriented Detection (BaGOD), which addresses
the three questions posed in the previous section. BaGOD is
designed based on the assumption that multiple input, multiple
output (MIMO) channels exhibit angular continuous group-
sparsity features. Indeed, only a few components in the angular
domain contribute to the channel of each UE, and the angles
of arrival (AoAs) corresponding to each UE lie alongside
each other in a group, as shown in Fig. 2. BaGOD provides
a novel goal-oriented optimization problem to achieve the
specific goal of active user detection (AUD), which has a
significantly smaller subset of information than the whole
message information of all UEs. This specific optimization
problem does not keep the information of UEs’ messages and
complex channel coefficients and is designed only to capture
the goal. Interestingly, the solution to this reconstruction-free
optimization problem reveals only the angle information of all
active UEs. The specific feature of the BaGOD method, distin-
guishing it from all prior RA works, makes it independent of

the total number of inactive UEs and messages in sourced
and unsourced frameworks, respectively. After finding the
angle information of active UEs by the proposed optimization
problem, a clustering algorithm is developed to group active
UEs based on their angles. At this step, stationary active UEs
are identified by their line of sight (LoS) angles. For mobile
UEs, we develop an alternative minimization (AM) method
to recover the preambles of mobile UEs. The identification
of mobile UEs is accomplished by both their preamble and
LoS angles. Mobile UEs from different sections (shown by
circles in Fig. 1(a) allow to use of the same preambles (shown
with the same color in Fig. 1(a). This feature allows using
the same orthogonal preambles for mobile UEs located on
different angular ranges (e.g., Θ1, . . . ,Θ4 in Fig. 1(a) from
the BS, which indeed leads to high detection performance. The
goal-oriented feature of BaGOD provides some new features
in the community of RA, which are listed below:

Channel and noise distributions are arbitrary. In contrast
to prior RA works, such as covariance-based methods and
approximate message passing (AMP) algorithms, there are no
assumptions for the distributions of users’ channels and noise
in our method. The BS only has to know an upper bound η
for the standard deviation of the measurement noise.

The total number of inactive users is irreverent. In sharp
contrast to all prior sourced RA works, our proposed strategy
does not search for the active devices among a total number
of devices; instead, it indirectly obtains the identity (ID) of
active stationary users. However, to identify active mobile
devices, an AM algorithm has to be implemented. Therefore,
our work can be considered the first S-RA strategy in wireless
communications that is fully independent of the total number
of inactive devices.

Minimal communication cost. In BaGOD, stationary de-
vices do not require spending any resources for RA. They
are identified by their LoS angles. Mobile devices in S-RA,
however, require to include a preamble in their payload for
their identification. In the case of U-RA, the (stationary and
mobile) devices need to spend no resources for random access,
and the resources are to be used only for data transmission. By
incorporating angular diversity into the detection mechanism
of mobile UEs, the number of orthogonal preambles required
to identify mobile UEs can be substantially decreased, leading
to a huge saving in resources.

Massive connectivity and ultra-reliability. In BaGOD,
communication costs at the users’ side for RA are somehow
transferred to the computational complexity at the BS. In fact,
the number of active users that can access the BS directly
depends on the computational complexity that the BS can bear
and is not a theoretical limitation of BaGOD. In addition to
providing massive connectivity for stationary UEs, BaGOD
allows a massive number of mobile UEs to access the BS by
using the same orthogonal preambles for mobile UEs located
at different angular ranges (see Fig. 1(a)) with respect to the
BS (as shown in Fig. 1(a)). Besides this, the use of orthogonal
preambles provides a high detection performance for mobile
UEs leading to ultra-reliability.
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Fig. 1. (a) The overall BaGOD scheme. Θ1,Θ2,Θ3,Θ4 represent the angular ranges in which mobile UEs can have the same orthogonal preambles shown
with the same colors. Stationary UEs do not need preambles. (b) Proposed blind massive access scheme. Bottom image: The BS has full access to the LoS
angle information of stationary devices. Top image: UEs are moving, sending random preambles to the BS, which accounts for their identification. Note that
for clarification purposes, preambles and data payloads are shown by sine and pulse waveforms, respectively.

Unsourced RA with unknown individual codebooks. To
the best of our knowledge, all prior unsourced RA methods
follow the strong assumptions of [4], in which the users are
obliged to select one of predefined messages from a codebook
that is shared among all users and BS. The maximum number
of active messages that can be transmitted is severely limited
in large codebooks with a large number of messages. Our
method can be considered the first unsourced RA strategy
in which users can send different arbitrary messages from
different unknown codebooks satisfying certain assumptions in
advance. Moreover, the allowable number of active transmitted
messages is fully independent of the total number of inactive
messages.

Asynchronous and erroneous data transmission. In the
case of RA without any prior synchronization, there are some
delays in the data transmission of UEs, which might lead
to collisions, corruption, or data loss. Besides that, data or
preamble errors in AUD can lead to inaccurate detection of
active mobile users, false positives or false negatives [17],
and inefficient use of communication resources. Unlike [4],
the users in BaGOD do not need to be synchronized for
data transmission. BaGOD takes into account these imperfect
data or preamble transmission by modeling the delays and
preamble errors of devices into a goal-oriented optimization
and compensates for the effects of asynchronous and erroneous
preambles.

This paper is a conference version of [11] with the following
key differences:

‚ The active UEs are asynchronous in data transmissions.
‚ There are gain-errors in the preambles of active mobile

UEs, which are incorporated in the goal-oriented opti-
mization problem.

‚ The mobile active UEs are detected based on both pream-
bles and LoS angles as shown in Fig. 1(b).

B. Organization of the paper

The paper organization is as follows: In Section II, the
considered system model is presented. In Section III, we
provide our proposed RA approach, which consists of two
steps: Goal-oriented optimization III-A and data/preamble
recovery III-B. Section IV verifies the performance of our
algorithm in comparison to state-of-the-art RA works by
providing some numerical experiments. Lastly, the paper is
concluded in Section V.

C. Notations

Bold lower-case letters x indicate vector quantities, and bold
upper-case X denote matrices. The transpose and Hermitian
of a matrix X are represented by XT and XH, respectively.
For vector x P Cn and matrix X P Cn1ˆn2 , the ℓ2 norm and
Frobenius norm are represented by }x}2, }X}F, respectively.
X ľ 0 means that X is a positive semidefinite matrix. For
two arbitrary matrices A,B, xA,By represents the trace of
BHA. PΩp¨q is an operator transforming an arbitrary matrix
to a reduced matrix with rows indexed by Ω. The Toeplitz
matrix T pvq is defined as

T pvq “

»

—

—

—

–

v1 v2 . . . vN
v2 v1 . . . vN´1

...
...

. . .
...

vN vN´1 . . . v1

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

(1)

where the pi, lq-th element is given by T pvqpi,lq “
"

vi´l`1 i ě l
vl´i`1 i ă l

*

. 1Ω is a vector of size RN which has 1s

on the indices corresponding to the set Ω and zero elsewhere.
diagpxq is a diagonal matrix whose main diagonal composes
of the elements of x P RN . ei P RN is the canonical vector
whose i-th element is 1 and zero elsewhere.
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Fig. 2. Angular continuous group-sparsity in the uplink channel. Only Ka “

3 UEs are active, and the maximum number of multi-path components are
considered to be five (Lmax :“ maxk Lk “ 5) in this figure. Note that the
channel in LoS angles has higher amplitudes compared to NLoS angles.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

We consider a wireless system with a single base station
(BS) equipped with a uniform linear array (ULA) composed
of N antennas, and K user equipments (UEs), each of which
has a single antenna. Among these UEs, Ka are active and
identified by the set SAU. Following the conventional block
fading wireless channel model, wherein the channel remains
constant during a coherence time T , the channel vector in the
frequency domain, corresponding to the UE at index k to the
BS with Lk ! N spatial angles of arrival (AoA)1, can be
expressed as follows [20, Eq. 7]:

hk “
ÿLk

l“1
αk
l apθkl q “: Akα

k P CNˆ1. (2)

where αk
l accounts for the gain of the l-th path, θkl is the AoA

of the l-th path for the k-th user and αk :“ rαk
1 , ..., α

k
Lk

sT,
Ak :“ rarpθk1 q, ...,arpθkLk

qs P CNˆLk , and apθq is the array
response vector of BS defined by

apθq “ 1?
N

r1, e´j2π d
λ cospθq, ..., e´j2π d

λ pN´1q cospθqsT, (3)

where λ and d are the carrier wavelength and antenna spacing,
respectively. Then, the BS uses only the received signals by
M antennas over N indexed by Ω Ď t1, ..., Nu (|Ω| “ M ) for
each UE. Let ϕk P CTˆ1 be the information transmitted by
k-th user2. Consider a practical case where active users have
time-lag delays τek , k “ 1, ...,Ka with maximum delay τmax

3,
and their data have been under some gain errors, which are
denoted by gk P RTˆ1, k “ 1, ...,Ka. The received signal at
the BS in the frequency domain becomes in the form of [14,
Eq. 7], [11, Eq. 5]:

YΩ “ PΩ

`

ÿ

kPSAU

hk
rϕH
kF

H
ext

˘

`N “
ÿ

kPSAU

PΩphkφ
H
kEkq`N

:“
ÿ

kPSAU

PΩpXkq ` N P CMˆT , (4)

1We assume there is little local scattering around BS, and the channel
gains αkpθq of user k seen at the BS are constrained to lie in a small region
pθmin

k , θmax
k q, known as an angular spread which composes of Lk ! N

spatial AoA [13], [18], [19] (see Figs. 2 and 1(a)).
2For simplicity, the data length of all UEs are considered to be the same.
3Alternatively, their corresponding channels can have different delays.

where rϕk P CpT`τmaxq is the zero-padded, delayed ver-
sion of ϕk, Fext P CTˆpT`τmaxq is the partial discrete
Fourier transform (DFT) matrix , φk :“ Fkϕk P CTˆ1,
Fk :“ PkF P CTˆT is the DFT matrix applied to the
last T samples of rϕk, F P CTˆT is the regular DFT
matrix of size T and Pk is the permutation matrix. Also,
Xk :“ hkφ

H
kEk, , Ek “ diagprekq P CTˆT , and rek “

r1, ej2πτek
1
T , . . . , ej2πτek

T´1
T sTdp1Tˆ1`gkq and τek denotes

the time-delay of UE k. Note that Eks are delay-gain error
matrices that model the continuous-valued unknown time-lag
delays between UEs and gain error of the preambles. Also,
N P CMˆT denotes the additive noise matrix which has
arbitrary distribution with }N}F ď η and SAU Ď t1, . . . ,Ku

is the set of active users. Xk can be described as a sparse
linear combination of some building blocks (so-called atoms)
taken from the atomic set rAk :“ tapθkl qφH

kEk : }φk}2 “

1, θ P p0, πq, }Ek}2Ñ2 ď Ceu where Ce :“ 1 ` ζ and ζ is an
upper-bound for the gain error, i.e., maxk }gk}8 ď ζ.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

In this section, we describe our blind RA strategy. First,
in Subsection III-A, we design a goal-oriented optimization
problem that only reflects the ID of active UEs without
doing any reconstruction tasks. In the second step provided in
Subsection III-B, data recovery, channel estimation, and gain-
error of preambles are investigated. It is worth mentioning that
the first step is sufficient to identify active stationary UEs by
their LoS angles, while for mobile active UEs, preamble and
LoS angles are both required (see Fig. 1(b)). A summary of
these two steps is provided in Algorithm 1.

A. Goal-oriented optimization problem
While the under-determined system of equations in (4) has

KNT number of unknowns and only MT observations at
the BS, the degrees of freedom thereof is

ř

kPSAU
pLk ` T q.

This motivates us to use a challenging optimization problem
that promotes angular sparsity features of all the channels
corresponding to all UEs as follows: (see [21]–[31] for more
details):

min
ZkPCNˆT

k“1,...,K

Y ‹
PCMˆT

K
ÿ

k“1

βk}Zk}
rAk

`
γ

2
}Y ´ Y ‹}2F

s.t. Y ‹ “
ÿK

k“1
PΩpZkq, (5)

where γ ą 0 is a regularization parameter that makes a balance
between the noise energy and angular sparsity feature, and the
atomic norm }¨}Ak

is the best convex surrogate for the number
of atoms composing Zk which is defined as the minimum of
the ℓ1 norm of the coefficients forming Zk:

}Zk}
rAk

:“ inftt ą 0 : Zk P tconvp rAkqu “ inft
Lk
ÿ

l“1

ckl : Zk

“

Lk
ÿ

l“1

ckl apθkl qφH
kEk, ckl ą 0, }Ek}2Ñ2 ď Ce, }φk}2 “ 1u,

(6)



where convp rAq is the convex hull of rA. βks are some
parameters that are employed to compensate for the effects of
synchronization and gain errors. If βk “ 1, then

řK
k“1 }Zk}

rAk

is a convex surrogate for the total number of paths, i.e.,
řK

k“1 Lk. While the optimization problem stated in (6) may
initially appear manageable due to its convexity, it presents
significant challenges due to the continuous nature of the
angles θk. This continuous aspect renders the problem compu-
tationally intractable. Additionally, (6) is designed to extract
both message and channel information for all UEs. However,
the primary objective of this section is to detect the AoAs of
active users, which represents a considerably smaller subset
of the complete message and channel information for all
users. To address this objective, we propose a new theorem
that introduces a reconstruction-free optimization problem
that only aims to reflect the goal of active user detection
(AUD) (a goal-oriented feature related to the AoA information
specifically corresponding to active users.)

Theorem 1. Let c1 :“ Ce
maxk“1,...,K }ϕk}2

mink βk

?
N

and V ˚ be the
solution to the following optimization problem:

V ˚ “ argmax
V PCNˆT

QPCNˆN

RexV ,Y y ´
1

2γ
}V }2F

s.t.

„

Q PAdj
Ω pV qc1

pPAdj
Ω pV qqHc1 IT

ȷ

ľ 0,

xT peqq,Qy “ 1q“0, q “ ´N ` 1, ..., N ´ 1.

(7)

Then, the AoAs corresponding to the active users are
uniquely identified provided that ∆ ą 1

N , where ∆ :“
mink“1,...,K mini‰q | cospθki q ´ cospθkq q|,4 by finding angles
that maximize the ℓ2 norm of the goal-oriented dual polyno-
mial qGpθq as follows:

pθkl “ argmax
θPp0,πq

}qGpθq}2, l “ 1, ..., Lk, k P SAU, (8)

where qGpθq :“ pPAdj
Ω pV ˚qqHapθq.

Proof. See Appendix A.
The goal-oriented dual polynomial qGpθq contains all the

necessary information for identifying active users. A typical
example of the ℓ2 norm of this function, }qGpθq}2, is shown
in Fig. 3. The angles corresponding to active devices can be
obtained by maximizing }qGpθq}2. The proposed optimization
problem (7) is agnostic to the number of devices, K, and
can be solved using optimization solvers, such as CVX [32].
However, solving this problem can be challenging in massive
MIMO communication scenarios where N " 1, and conven-
tional solvers, such as the SDPT3 solver of the CVX package,
may not be able to provide the solution. To address this
issue, a fast ADMM method can be designed, which reduces
the computational complexity tailored to massive access [11,
Algorithm 1]. Obtaining |qGpθq|2 requires the matrix dual
solution V , which is typically returned along with the primal
variables by most CVX solvers.

4The absolute value only for minimum separation ∆ is evaluated over the
unit circle, e.g., |0.2 ´ 0.8| “ 0.4.
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Fig. 3. The ℓ2 norm of the goal-oriented dual polynomial function i.e.
}qGpθq}2. The angles for which }qGpθq}2 achieves its maximum determine
the angles of active UEs

Optimization Problem (7) yields PAdjpV q, which can be
utilized alongside (8) in Theorem 1 to estimate active angles.
However, the association of angles with corresponding devices
is not straightforward. We design a clustering method that
groups angles into several clusters that correspond to active
devices. First, we discretize the continuous function qGpθq on
a desired angular grid. Second, we form the vector of angles
achieving the maximum within a specific range. Third, we
identify the boundary of clusters (jump points) by realizing
the large variations in the vector of angles. By this task, all of
the clusters with their lengths can be identified. The number
of clusters denoted by pKa provides an estimate of Ka, and
the number of angles within the k-th cluster denoted by pLk

gives an estimate of pLk. As a result, we can find estimates
for the angles of each active user denoted by tpθku

xKa

k“1. At this
step, the BS can directly identify active stationary devices by
their LoS angles. To identify active mobile devices, orthogonal
preambles are also exploited, as detailed in the following
subsection.

B. Recovery of preambles, channel amplitudes and delay-gain
matrices

We propose an alternative minimization scheme to retrieve
the preamble of each active device and the delay-gain errors.
In particular, the following optimization problem should be
solved:

min
αk:“rαk

1 ,...,α
k
Lk

s,

Ek,Pk,ϕk

}Y ´
ÿ

kP pSAU

pLk
ÿ

l“1

αk
l PΩpappθkl qϕH

kF
HP H

k Ekq}F

s.t. }Ek}2Ñ2 ď Ce,ϕk ě 0, }ϕk}2 “ 1, k “ 1, . . . , pKa,
(9)

where the non-negative constraint ϕk ě 0 is included to
remove the multiplication ambiguities of multiple elements.



Due to the unitary properties of the permutation matrices, the
latter optimization problem can be further simplified to

min
αk:“rαk

1 ,...,α
k
Lk

s,

Ek,ϕk

}Y ´
ÿ

kP pSAU

pLk
ÿ

l“1

αk
l PΩpappθkl qϕH

kF
HEkq}F

s.t. }Ek}2Ñ2 ď Ce,ϕk ě 0, }ϕk}2 “ 1, k “ 1, . . . , pKa,
(10)

where Pk is integrated into diagonal matrix Ek without
changing the spectral norm constrains. By using an alternative
numerical optimization, the estimates of complex channel
amplitudes, preambles, and permuted delay-gain error matrix,
denoted by pα :“ r pα1, ..., pα

xKas, Φ :“ rϕ1, ...,ϕ
xKa

s P CTˆxKa

and pEk, respectively, can be recovered.
Following the successful recovery of the users’ preamble

ϕks, the user IDs and LoS angles are both exploited to identify
active mobile UEs. The pseudo-code of the proposed method,
which is indeed a summary of the aforementioned steps, is
provided in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Blind asynchronous Goal-Oriented Detection
(BaGOD)
Require: Y P CMˆT

1: Obtain V ˚ by solving optimization in (7).
2: Compute qGpθq “ pPAdj

Ω pV ˚qqHapθq by discretizing θ
on a fine grid up to a desired accuracy.

3: Localize the angles by finding all the maximums of ℓ2
norm of qGpθq,i.e.,
pθkl “ argmaxθPp0,πq }qGpθq}2, l “ 1, ..., Lk, k P SAU,

4: Perform the clustering method:
rtpθkukP pSAU

, pKa, tpLkukP pSAU
s “ clusterppθq.

5: Solve the optimization problem 10 to obtain the estimates
pαk, pϕk and delay-gain matrix pEk

Return: pSAU, txθkukP pSAU
, txϕkukP pSAU

, t xαkukP pSAU
, pKa “

| pSAU|, tpLkukP pSAU
, phk :“

ř
pLk

l“1 pαk
l appθkl q, pEk, k P pSAU.

IV. SIMULATIONS

In this section, we evaluate the detection performance of
the BaGOD method and compare it to the AMP approach
employed in [13]5. AMP uses the resource T for AUD and
channel estimation, while BaGOD uses this resource for data
recovery of stationary UEs and preamble and data recovery of
mobile UEs. Here, we employ Gaussian distributed ϕks for
AMP known to be the best distribution for AMP as discussed
in [13] and a positive ϕk uniformly distributed from Up0, 1q

for BaGOD method. We consider different delays τks between
ϕks of active UEs, which alternatively represent different
phases of φks in the frequency domain. Moreover, we have
considered some gain-error in the preambles of active mobile
users, which affects the preamble recovery in Subsection III-B.

5It should be noted that, unlike [11], covariance-based methods are not
utilized in the numerical results due to their inability to detect in the specific
setting under consideration effectively.

The RA performance is quantified in terms of detection and
false alarm probabilities, defined by Pd “

E|SAU
Ş

pSAU|

Ka
and

Pfa “
E| pSAUzSAU|

K´Ka
, respectively, where | pSAUzSAU| counts the

number of elements in pSAU that are not present in SAU. More-
over, the detection and false alarm probabilities regarding sta-
tionary and mobile users are defined as Pd,S “

E|SSAU
Ş

pSSAU|

Ka,S
,

Pfa,S “
E| pSSAUzSSAU|

KS´Ka,S
, and Pd,M “

E|SMAU
Ş

pSMAU|

Ka,M
, Pfa,M “

E| pSMAUzSMAU|

KM´Ka,M
, respectively.

The simulations are done for 50 Monte-Carlo trials to
calculate Pd,Pfa. The regularization parameter γ is set to 1

η ,
where η is an upper bound for the standard deviation of the
measurement noise, i.e., η ě }N}F. The signal to noise ratio
is defined by SNR “ 10 log10p

}PΩpXq}
2
F

MTσ2 q. Fig. 4 shows com-
parisons between BaGOD and AMP methods with different
T,N,KS ,KM ,Ka,M ,Ka,S . Here, KS and KM represent the
total number of stationary and mobile UEs, while Ka,M and
Ka,S indicate the number of active mobile and stationary UEs,
respectively. As it turns out, BaGOD provides a substantial
performance improvement in the detection of both stationary
and mobile devices in the considered scenarios. When the
number of active UEs increases, the number of peaks in the
goal-oriented dual polynomial (as illustrated in Fig. 3) also
increases. This, in turn, makes it more difficult to identify the
active UEs and ultimately results in a decrease in detection
performance, as demonstrated in Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b). KS

does not have any role in the detection, as shown in Fig. 4(e).
The utilization of LoS angles and orthogonal preambles for
detecting active mobile UEs has resulted in a minimal impact
of KM on detection performance, as evidenced by the data
presented in Fig. 4(c). As depicted in Fig. 4(f), an increase in
the number N of antennas results in sharper peaks of active
UEs, making identification easier and improving detection
performance. Fig. 4(d) shows that an increase in the number T
of orthogonal preambles improves the identification of active
mobile UEs. Moreover, the probability of detection and false
alarm of AMP both tend towards one as T increases.

Furthermore, we observe that asynchronous active UEs can
be identified by BaGOD perfectly, and asynchronous UEs
do not make RA harder as long as the maximum delays do
not exceed the channel coherence time. Aside from this, if
we know an upper bound for the maximum preamble gain
distortion, i.e., ζ ě maxk }gk}8, we can compensate the effect
of gain error in preamble recovery by solving (10) which plays
a key role in active mobile UE detection.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a novel strategy for RA in B5G and 6G
networks based on reconstruction-free optimization. A goal-
oriented optimization approach is introduced to find a valuable
continuous function that provides sufficient information to
obtain the ID of active users. The proposed method achieves
the goal of active user detection without reconstructing the
corresponding channels and messages, making it independent
of the number of devices. The proposed scheme offers a
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Fig. 4. Detection performance comparison between BaGOD and AMP. a) versus the number Ka,M of active mobile UEs for T “ 2, N “ 64, KS “ 1500,
KM “ 500, Ka,S “ 3, Lmax “ 20, and SNR “ 10 dB b) versus the number Ka,S of active stationary UEs for N “ 64, T “ 2, KS “ 1500,
KM “ 500, Ka,M “ 3, Lmax “ 20, and SNR “ 10 dB c) versus the total number KM of mobile UEs for N “ 128, KS “ 1500, Ka,S “ 3,
Ka,M “ 2, Lmax “ 20, and SNR “ 20 dB d) versus the number T of preambles for N “ 64, KS “ 1500, KM “ 500, Ka,S “ 3, Ka,M “ 3,
Lmax “ 20, and SNR “ 20 dB e) versus the number KS of stationary UEs for N “ 128, KM “ 500, Ka,S “ 3, Ka,M “ 3, Lmax “ 20, and
SNR “ 20 dB f) versus the number of antennas N for T “ 2, KS “ 1500, KM “ 500, Ka,S “ 3, Ka,M “ 3, Lmax “ 20, and SNR “ 20 dB.

promising solution to overcome the challenges of massive
MTC and URLLC in IoT applications, which are essential for
the success of smart cities and connected vehicles. Simulation
results show that the proposed method meets the URLLC
and massive connectivity requirements of 6G networks and
outperforms existing RA methods.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEOREM 1

By following similar steps as in [11, Appendix B], one can
obtain the dual problem of (5) as follows

max
V PCNˆT

RexV ,Y y ´
1

2γ
}V }2F

s.t. }PAdj
Ω pV q}d

rAk
ď βk, @θk P p0, πq, k “ 1, ...,K. (11)

Here, } ¨}d
rAk

is the dual norm associated with the atomic norm
} ¨ }

rAk
and is defined as

}PAdj
Ω pV q}d

rAk
:“ sup

}Z}
ĂAk

ď1

xPAdj
Ω pV q,Zy. (12)

Recall the definition of } ¨ }
rAk

from (6), we can write

}PAdj
Ω pV q}d

rAk
“ sup

θkPp0,πq,φk,
}Ek}2Ñ2ďCe

xPAdj
Ω pV q,apθkqφH

k Eky

“ sup
θkPp0,πq,φk,
}Ek}2Ñ2ďCe

}pPAdj
Ω pV qqHapθkq}2}EH

kφk}2,

where in the last step above, we used Hölder’s inequality. A
sufficient condition for the latter constraints in (11) to hold is
given in the following relation:

}pPAdj
Ω pV qqHapθkq}2Ce max

k
}ϕk}2 ď min

k
βk, (13)

for θk P p0, πq, where we used the unitary properties of
DFT and permutation matrices and that }g}8 ď ζ. Then,
by defining the notation c1 and (3), (13) can be rewritten as
follows:

T
ÿ

i“1

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

N
ÿ

l“1

pPAdj
Ω pV qqpl,iqc1e

´j2πpl´1q cospθq
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

2

ď 1, (14)

where θ P p0, πq. Next, we define ai as i-th column of
PAdj
Ω pV q, i.e., ai :“ c1rpPAdj

Ω pV qqp1,iq, ..., pPAdj
Ω pV qqpN,iqsT



and fpθq :“ r1, ..., ej2πpN´1q cospθqsT, (14) can be reformu-
lated as

T
ÿ

i“1

|fpθqHai|
2 ď 1, (15)

which implies that the polynomial 1 ´ fpθqH
řT

i“1 aia
H
i fpθq

is non-negative. Based on [33, Theorem 1.1], there exists a
polynomial q1pθq :“

řN
i“1 bie

´j2πpi´1q cospθq “ fpθqHb for
some b P CN that

1 ´ fpθqH
T

ÿ

i“1

aia
H
i fpθq “ |q1pθq|2 “ fpθqHbbHfpθq. (16)

Set Q “
řT

i“1 aia
H
i `bbH. Since both Q and Q´

řT
i“1 aia

H
i

are positive semidefinite, using Schur complement lemma [34,
Appendix A.5.5] leads to the semidefinite constraint:

„

Q PAdj
Ω pV qc1

pPAdj
Ω pV qqHc1 IT

ȷ

ľ 0. (17)

Further, by (16), we have:

fHpθqQfpθq “ xQ,fpθqfHpθqy “ 1,@θ P p0, πq. (18)

With the same arguments as in [11, Appendix C] (see Eq. (51)
to Eq (67)), we can show that (18) leads to

xT peqq,Qy “ 1q“0, q “ ´N ` 1, ..., N ´ 1. (19)

Therefore, (19) and (17) together lead to
řT

i“1 |fpθqHai|
2 ď 1

which is equivalent to (11).
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